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Abstract. The significance of permanent electric dipoles in second harmonic generation is 
considered with regard to their role in both the non-linear susceptibility and also in the orientation 
of polar molecules. Under conditions of near-resonance with the first electronic excited state, the 
susceptibility is dominated by a two-level term governed by the difference between the ground- and 
excited-state dipoles; this term alsa drives the harmonic conversion in electric field-induced second 
harmonic generation. It is shown that ifthe resonant level is not the lowestelectronic excited state, 
there is a secondary resonance feature which can contribute just as stmngly JS the two-level term. 
and which can dominate the harmonic conversion if the ground- and excited-state dipoles are either 
equal, or both zero. 
1. Introduction 
It is well known that the coherent generation of even optical harmonics is generally forbidden 
in isotropic media [ 1,2]. For this reason, the coherent production of second harmonics in fluids 
or disordered solids generally requires a degree of orientational order, unless the intensity of 
the laser pump is sufficiently high that six-wave interactions come into play [3]. Where polar 
molecules constitute at least part of the isotropic medium, application of a static electric field 
provides an obvious and widely used means of conferring the required degree of anisotropy. 
Mechanisms for second harmonic generation (SHG) which require a permanent electric 
dipole moment can only be satisfied by non-centrosymmetric species, which necessarily also 
possess the required non-zero hyperpolarizability [4]. In the case of fluids [ 5 ]  the field is 
applied concurrently with the pump laser, a technique known as electric field-induced second 
harmonic generation (EFISHG). For disordered solids such as amorphous polymers [6,7], the 
static field may be applied during solidification from a melt phase, producing a solid whose 
in-built orientational order permits the observation of SHC even after the field is removed. 
The effects of diagonal dipole moment matrix elements, including permanent electric 
dipoles, on the absorption of radiation through single- and multi-photon laser-molecule 
interactions have been investigated previously, both for two- and many-level molecules [S-171. 
In this paper the significance of permanent electric dipoles in SHG is reconsidered with particular 
reference to the two-level model widely employed in both linear and non-linear optics [ I  &23]. 
In section 2 the general working equations are set out, and in section 3 it  is shown how 
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contributions associated with the two-level model can be separated from those involving other 
levels. Specifically, it is shown under what conditions the two-level contributions, which 
involve the difference of the permanent dipoles for the two states, dominate in resonance 
harmonic generation. Equations for the harmonic intensity under these conditions are derived, 
and the essential features of the paper are summarized in section 4. 
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2. Second harmonic generation-general working equations 
A convenient starting point for a treatment based on time-dependent perturbation theory is the 
Fermi golden rule equation 
where M F J ( ~ )  is the matrix element connecting the initial and final states for the process for 
a molecule 5 and pd is the density of final states for the emitted radiation, given by [24] 
where V is the quantization volume and dS1 is an element of solid angle about the propagation 
direction. Because for each participating molecule the initial and final states in the harmonic 
conversion process are identical, the matrix element is summed over all such molecules, This 
leads to quantum interference between terms associated with different molecules; moreover, 
the interferenceis only fully constructive foremission in the forward direction. As will become 
evident, this is the origin of the coherence properties characterizing the laser-like harmonic 
emission [4]. lime-dependent perturbation theory leads to the following expansion for the 
matrix element for any one molecule: 
where it is understood that the sums over intermediate states R, Sets are taken over states of the 
dynamical system comprising both the molecule and the radiation: I and F denote the initial 
and final system states. The phenomenological inclusion of damping factors in the energy 
denominators produces the resonant Lorentzian lineshape characteristic of homogeneous line- 
broadening processes. Each parameter y may be considered a sum of the inverse lifetimes 
associated with line-broadening, and represents a RMHM linewidth. The sign of each damping 
factor, &; ihy ,  is dictated by the causality condition that all singularities must lie in the lower 
half of the complex frequency plane [25]. This rule leads to a negative sign in the denominator 
terms that can exhibit resonance, i.e. those terms whose real parts may vanish when certain 
molecular-state and photon energies match, and a positive sign in terms which can only exhibit 
anti-resonance (equivalent to resonance at a negative frequency). The interaction operator H,nt 
in (3) is the electric dipole interaction operator whose quantum electrodynamical expression 
is as follows [26]: 
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c generation, time progressing upwards. 
Here the sum is over radiation modes with wavevector k ,  circular frequency w = cjkl and 
polarization dh), each associated with a creation operator at'"(k) and an annihilation operator 
aCh)(k). The vector E'(') is the complex conjugate of e'@): allowing for the polarization vector 
to be complex accommodates circular as well as plane polarizations. Since each operation of 
the interaction operator results in either the absorption or the emission of one photon, it 
is the third-order term in (3) which represents the leading contribution for the three-photon 
process of SHG. Its explicit form is commonly evaluated by reference to the three time-ordered 
diagrams shown in figure I ;  these represent the possible sequences of radiation intermediate 
states, and in each case it remains necessary to sum over intermediate states r and s of the 
molecule (lower case symbols being adopted for the molecular levels). One of the key features 
to be noted at this stage is that these summations do not exclude the ground or any other 
state [S, 10,11,27]. The time-ordered diagrams make it clear why this is so: it is because 
intermediate states of the system invariably differ from the initial state by virtue of the changes 
in the radiation field. 
For pump laser radiation comprising n photons of wavevector k ,  circular frequency o = ck 
and polarization vector e, and an emergent harmonic with n' photons of wavevector k', 
frequencyo' = ck' = 20 and polarization e', the result for MF&) has the following 
structure [Z]: 
where summation over repeated indices is implied. 
susceptibility (hyperpolarizability) tensor for molecule 6 at a position RE as defined by [28] 
In (5) p j j k ( t )  is the second-order 
and Ak is the wavevector mismatch defined by 
Ak = 2k - k'. (7) 
The result (5)  for the molecular matrix element is now inserted into the rate equation (l), 
using (2) for the density of radiation states, having regard to the need to perform an average 
over molecular orientations. Assuming that there is no correlation between molecular position 
and orientation, the sum over molecules in (1) can effectively be separated as a product of an 
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Figure 2. EDergy level diagrams for SHG 
under conditions of single resonance (a) ar the 
fundamental. and (b) a1 the harmonic frequency. 
orientationally averaged, position-independent, term and a coherence factor qiy comprising a 




It then follows that the radiant intensity of second harmonic radiation from an interaction 
region containing N molecules is given by [Z] 
wherel, is the irradiance (power per unit cross-sectional area) of the pump and g$ its degree 
of second-order coherence [291. The angular brackets in (9) denote an orientational average 
which has to be effected with regard to a temperature-dependent distribution of molecular 
orientations. By converting the sum over molecules in the coherence factor (8) to a continuous 
integral, the familiar sinc2(flAklL) dependence on the propagation distance L is obtained 
(sincx = x - ’  sinx). 
3. The effects of permanent dipoles 
3.1. Resonance, the two-level model and the signijfcance of oiher levels 
Under near-resonance conditions, a particular excited state ]U) of the material dominates in the 
sums over intermediate molecular states in (6). The result is an increase in the magnitude of 
the susceptibility, thus producing an enhanced rate of non-linear optical conversion. However, 
this is not the only factor which contributes to an increase in the conversion efficiency under 
near-resonance conditions, since realization of phasematching Ak % 0 to optimize the degee 
of coherent output (by maximising the sinc’ function) also commonly necessitates working in 
regions of anomalous dispersion close to an absorption band [4]. 
As is evident from the form of the first term in the expression for the second-order 
susceptibility (6). resonances may occur both at the fundamental and at the harmonic frequency 
(see figure 2). Such situations arise when the energy of either one incident photon (ho ) or 
the sum energy of two incident photons (ulo ) closely matches that of an excited state of the 
molecule. In principle both conditions may be simultaneously satisfied when’two excited states 
are involved, giving rise to double resonance. In the more usual case of a single resonance (i.e. 
either as in figure 2(a) or 2(b), harmonic conversion is largely driven by transitions involving 
just the ground and resonant levels, so that the kinetics approximate to those of a two-level 
system. It will not be necessary at this stage to specify which of the two resonance conditions 
is obtained. It transpires that in the realm of resonant multiphoton phenomena the two-level 
approximation is peculiarly appropriate for harmonic emission; most processes in which the 
molecule does not return to its ground state, such as n-photon absorption, require three or more 
levels for their proper representation. 
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To begin with, it is useful to separate the susceptibility into a sum of two terms, in the 
first of which both summations over intermediate states Ir) and Is) are restricted to the ground 
level IO) and a resonant level lu), and in the second term all other possibilities are accounted 
for /38]. Hence we can write 
(10) 
where TLA denotes the two-level approximation. It ought to be noted at the outset that 
the second term in (10) does not completely exclude the states IO) and lu) from its 
intermediate state summations; for example it accommodates contributions associated with 
Ir) = [U), Is) # [IO), \U)). Focusing first on the two-level term, there are clearly four 
contributions to add (Ir) = IO), ]U); Is) = IO), Is)) for each of the three susceptibility terms. 
The sum of the terms with Ir) = IO), Is) = 10) vanishes identically and careful analysis of 
the other terms, having regard to the proper signs for the damping corrections, yields a result 
comprising six terms, which may be expressed as follows: 
Bijk = gy + B!. LJk
assuming only that the damping is small compared with the harmonic frequency in the 
numerator ofoneterm, andtheelectricdipoletransition momentsarereal. The vectorparameter 
d in (1 1) defined by 
d =  puu - pcLw (12) 
represents the difference between the static electric dipole moments of the resonant and ground 
states. The first term on the right-hand side of (1 I)  dominates in the case of a two-photon 
resonance; both first and second terms conhibute strongly in thecase of a one-photon resonance. 
For conciseness in later results, it is helpful to write the complete result in the form 
B;!feiejek = [(Po' ' e')(/.&'" .e ) ( d .  e ) ( ( b b - '  + @'+IS+&') 
+ (PO" . e)'(d.  E')(8+1&1)-'] (13) 
where 6-2 ,  S+, and S+2 are the energy denominator factors as defined by 
8-2 = Euo - 7 . h ~  - 4 ifiy, 
6-1 = EuO - h o  - f ihyu 
(14) 
(15) 
Sti = Euo + h o  + f %Y, (16) 
S+z = Euo + 7 . h ~  + ifiy,. (17) 
When the effects of damping are ignored and ellt?', factorization of the scalar products in (13) 
can be effected and the following simpler result [30,31] applies: 
&!fdjejex = (PO" . e)'(d. e){(S-2S-I)-' + &I&I)-'  + (S+,S+z)-') 
= 3(poU .e)'(d. e)E:o/(E:o - 4 h * ~ ~ ) ( E : ~  - h20z) (18) 
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The most significant feature in both the general and the simplified results (13) and (18) is 
the appearance in each term of the vector parameter d. Clearly it is important to have included 
the ground state of the molecule in the sums over intermediate states for the dependence on 
d to be recovered, and this is important for two reasons. First, the result (13) shows that 
the two-level susceptibility can be supported only by molecules with permanent ground- or 
excited-state dipoles, which means polar molecules. Second, it is clear that the two-level 
susceptibility should be considerably enhanced in polar molecules having a large d, such as 
'giant dipole' molecules displaying charge transfer in their excited states [ 14,15,30-35,381. 
Similar features arise in the theory of multi-photon absorption [8-17,33,34]. 
Suppose we now take the specific case of a medium possessing an excited state lu) close 
in energy to that of the emitted harmonic, Zo. For practical application this condition is 
generally more useful than resonance at the fundamental frequency since the latter condition 
is likely to result in a substantial loss of pump power through decay following conventional 
single-photon absorption [2 ] .  In view of its denominator structure, it is clearly the first term 
in (13) which will provide the major two-level contribution to the susceptibility: 
where Aorepresentsthedetuningfromresonance. Both first andsecondtermsof( 13)dominate 
in the case of resonance at the fundamental frequency. If d vanishes, as for example in the 
case of a tetrahedral molecule, the entire two-level susceptibility disappears. Nonetheless 
for any such non-centrosymmetric molecule the second term of (10) generally persists and is 
dominated by the term with essentially the same denominator structure as (19), i.e. the product 
of a near-resonant and off-resonant term. Under such circumstances the f l  susceptibility may 
still be conveniently represented as the sum of a resonant and a non-resonant part: 
When EUo = Zhw and the detuning Aw is small, the resonant part of the susceptibility strongly 
dominates over the non-resonant background contribution, and it is evident that the former 
factorizes into the product of a resonant term associated with the 10) + lu) transition and an 
off-resonant term associated with the lu) + Ir) + IO) transition. It is interesting to consider 
the behaviour under various conditions. (i) Assuming that the level U is the lowest electronic 
excited state, comparison of (19) and (21) shows that the two-level susceptibility will normally 
dominate over the resonant remainder, provided of course that d # 0. In other words, the 
harmonic response is largely driven by the difference between the ground- and excited-state 
permanent dipoles. (ii ) If U is not the lowest level then both the two-level susceptibility (19) 
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and the resonance feature (21) can contribute strongly, again provided that d # 0. (iii) Lastly, 
if d vanishes then the resonant contribution (21) will dominate the harmonic susceptibility. 
The above analysis also reveals, that whether or not there is a two-level contribution 
resulting from a non-zero d, the limiting behaviour under resonance conditions is that of a 
two-stage process entailing two-photon absorption followed by emission of the harmonic. This 
reflects the fact that if A d  represents the smallest difference in frequency between any of the 
molecular energy levels and either the fundamental or the harmonic radiation, the entire three- 
photonconversion process must becomplete within atime - (Ad)- ' .  The principaldifference 
between frequency doubling under nearly exact resonance and substantially off-resonance 
conditions thus lies in the fact that in the former an appreciable, and indeed measurable, time- 
lag can exist between the absorption and the emission. This is because the approximate energy 
conservation in the two-photon absorption stage allows the intermediate state ]U) to exist for 
a time interval which is no longer so severely constrained by the time-energy uncertainty 
principle [28]. Also, in the two-stage process any molecular motion which occurs between the 
absorption and emission stages can lead to a partial loss of coherence. 
3.2. Harmonic intensiry in a partially ordered system 
To obtain the explicit result for the harmonic intensity requires evaluation of the ensemble 
orientational average in (9). Under equilibrium conditions this incorporates the Boltzmann 
weighting term (exp pm . D/&okT ), where D is the local electric displacement produced by 
an applied static field and pm is the permanent electric dipole moment of the molecule in its 
ground state. Hence we have 
~ S H G  = (04&?)/2ii 2 5 3  c &o)qNI(&kZiejek exp(pm. D/&okT))(exp(pm . D/&okT))-' 1 ' .  
(23) 
Evaluating the weighted rotational averages in (23) entails complex tensor calculus [36]. The 
orienting effect of the electric field is manifest through the appearance of reduced spherical 
Bessel functions jL (y )  = j " ( y ) / j o (y ) ,  n = 1-3, as given by 
whose imaginary argument has a modulus determined by the Boltzmann factor 
Y = I ~ ~ ~ l l D l / ~ o k T .  (27) 
Full details of the result based on application of the general result (6) for the susceptibility 
are given elsewhere [37]. For the case of interest, where the response is largely driven by the 
full two-level second-order susceptibility as given by (13), the result for the harmonic intensity 
takes the following form: 
ZsHG = (0~1:g?)/200~ c ~~) t lN12 i j i (y ) [ (3~?  - i ) p i  + (281 - B ~ ) P ~ I  - Io j ; (Y)hp4  2 5 3  
- i j ; ( ~ ) [ ( 5 ~ 4  - ZDZ - B I ) ( ~ P ~  -+I - PZW (28) 
where p1-p4  are polarization parameters defined by 
4640 
(note that ( e .  e) is unity only for plane-polarized radiation), and the explicit form taken by 
the molecular parameters pI-p4 in the two-level case is as follows: 
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81 = [(P"O. Pw)blUo. d ) K 6 - 2 L - 1  + (6+16+2)-'1+ ( P W .  d)lc1"012~s+ls-l)-11 
h = ;[KPw . d)lPU0I2 + (PUO .Pw)(PUo ' 411(s-2L)-1 + (std+z)- ' )  
83 = ; [ { W O  x d). P % P .  P"s-zs-l)-' - 2(6t16-1)-' + (St18t2)-1H 





Under commonly applied static field strengths it is the j,! term which dominates the 
result (28); in the low-field limit the Taylor series expansion of the reduced spherical Bessel 
function jA(y)  has a leading term in y" and, for example, a permanent dipole of ID  even in 
a relatively high local field D - 10' V m-' still produces a value for y at room temperature 
of only - 0. I .  Under most conditions it therefore also suffices to take the low-field limit 
ji(y) c -iy/3, giving the following simpler result for the emitted harmonic intensity under 
arbitrary polarization conditions: 
+ 2(PUO . d)(PL"O. c1~)(s+IS-,)-'l 
0 0 2  w 
= (w412;g:)/450ir2c5&3 (I p I I D I / k T ) Z V N  
x 1(3& -PI)@ . e)(E'. e )  + (281 - Pz)(h. E')(e. e)['. (37) 
It is useful to present the explicit forms of the two-level susceptibility combinations (382 -PI) 
and (28' - PZ) which characterize the response 
(382 - A )  = ~ ) I P ~ I ~ ~ ~ ( S - ~ ~ - ~ ) - '  - z(6t16-1)-1 + 3(6+16+2)-]) 
+ P@')(P"~ d)l(S-zs-~)-' + W ~ I ~ - I ) - '  + (S+,S+d-])I (38) 
(281 - 82) = d ) l ~ ~ ~ l ~ ( - ( ~ - z ~ - i ) - '  + W t i 6 - 1 ) - '  - (8t16td-II 
+ (,UKo - P w ) ( P U 0 ~  d)13(6-2s-i)-' - 2(6+16-1)-~ + 3 ( 6 t i & . d - l ~ ~ .  (39) 
In the main, it is evident that the energy denominator combinations are not the same as in (18) 
even with the neglect of damping, so that the form of result quoted previously in the literature 
[30,31] for the two-level susceptibility does not always apply. However, in the special case 
where elid, i.e. the harmonic is resolved for the same polarization component as the pump 
beam, the polarization factors in (37) add: this gives an overall susceptibility dependence 
governed by the factor (PI + 2p2) ,  leading to the more familiar result when the effects of 
damping are ignored. 
4. Conclusion 
The effects of permanent dipoles in connection with SHG have been considered with regard to 
their role both in the non-linear susceptibility and also in the orientation of polar molecules. 
Under conditions of near-resonance with the lowestelectronicexcitedstate, the susceptibility is 
dominated by a two-level term governed by thedifference between the ground- and excited-state 
dipoles. This term also drives the harmonic conversion in EFISHC. If the resonance level is not 
the lowest electronic excited state, there is a secondary resonance feature which can contribute 
just as strongly as the two-level term, and which will itself dominate the harmonic conversion 
in  the rare cases where the ground and the excited state dipoles are either equal, or both zero. 
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